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Sussex Loader - 
£210.00 
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Sturdy, with an extra leather layer 
reinforcement around the base to 
protect against wear and tear, it takes 
100 cartridges and has a comfortable 
shoulder strap and brass buckles. 

£175.00 Price:
SJ01 Product code:

The Charlton Leather 
Cartridge Bag



All of our leather, or leather and canvas, gun slips can be 
personalised with initials for an extra special touch. Providing a 
lifetime of use, our gun slips and gun cases are not only 
aesthetically pleasing, but are also practically hardwearing and 
water resistant.   
 
 
 
  

Gun Slips, 
Cartridge Bags 
& Boxes

A luxury premium grade water buffalo 
leather gun slip with a full-length zip, 
top leather flap with buckle, block end 
to protect the muzzle. Packed with 
features for extra strength and comfort 
including a padded carrying handle 
and adjustable leather shoulder straps. 
It is crafted for functionality and has a 
classic elegant design. 

£375.99 Price:
SG35 Product code:

Water Buffalo Gun Slip 
50"

This quality water buffalo open leather 
loader pouch is an alternative to the 
cartridge bag, pouch hooks onto a belt 
allowing easy access to cartridges. 
Space for up to 60 cartridges.

£145.00 Price:
SJ37 Product code:

Water Buffalo Loader 
Pouch
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£224.99 

The newest addition to our vast expanding gun slip range, now introducing the Donnington , 
Harringotn & Rowington Leather Collection. Made from the finest soft pebbled  leather with  leather 
trim in a variety of colours. Featuring a full-length zip, top leather flap with brass buckles, block end to 
protect the muzzle plus leather straps and brass fittings. The faux sheepskin lining will keep your gun 
protected. Size: L: 127cm (50" inside measurement) 
 
Matching Holdall Weekend Bag and Cartridge Bag available.  

Dark Brown 
Cognac 
Contrast

Colours: 

Donnington, Harrington 
& Rowington
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£249.99



£340.00
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Designed & Made in the U.K.

Leather & Tweed

To complement our Olivia Tullett Tweed Collection, introducing the Tweed and Leather Gun Slip. 
Made from the finest bridle leather and fully Teflon coated tweed. Featuring a full-length zip, top 
leather flap with buckle, block end to protect the muzzle plus leather straps and brass fittings. The 
faux sheepskin lining will keep your gun protected. 
 
Length: 50" inside measurement. (127cm)  
 
Matching Boot Bag available 
 

Brown 
Dark Green 
 Green

Colours: 

£340.00 



Our new cartridge bag is made of 
finest Canvas and Smooth, Waxed, 
Antiqued Bridle Leather with a fast-
loading hinged lid.

£112.00 Price:
SJ17 Product code:

Windsor Leather and 
Canvas Cartridge Bag

Quick-loading Heritage cartridge bag 
made of leather and canvas with over 
100 cartridge capacity. 

£102.99 Price:
SD07 Product code:

The Heritage Canvas & 
Leather Cartridge Bag

A magnificent piece of craftsmanship, 
made traditionally and hand-stitched 
exclusively for Fur Feather and Fin, 
using only the finest leather. 

£260.00 Price:
SJ03 Product code:

Leather Hinged Cartridge 
Box
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Treyford & 
Compton

A sturdy, quick-loading canvas cartridge 
bag for the keen shot and made for Fur 
Feather & Fin. With 100 or 75 cartridge 
capacity, it has a reinforced base and 
leather trim, brass buckles and a 2" wide 
adjustable shoulder strap.

£105.00Price:
SD02Product code:

Compton Cartridge Bag

Holding 50 cartridges, our smart Treyford 
dark brown leather cartridge bag has a 
hinged lid for easy access and is popular 
for ladies and those who do not wish to 
carry too many cartridges at a time.

£165.00 Price:
SJ11Product code:

Treyford Cartridge Bag



Features include a 
comfortable carrying handle, 
external pocket with zip 
closure, adjustable shoulder 
strap has padding for 
comfort, hanging hook

£74.95 Price:
SC46Product code:

Beretta Uniform 
Pro Evo Soft Gun 
Case - 138cm

Inspired by the 692 Shotgun, 
these soft gun cases offer 
padded protection for the 
receiver, barrels and sight. 
Made of 100% polyester 900 
denier water and scratch 
resistant fabric.

£84.95 Price:
SC40-S Product code:

Beretta 692 
Shotgun Slip Soft 
Gun Case - 128cm

The Beretta B Wild Shotgun 
Slip gives your gun extra 
protection with the anti-
shock padding which will 
protect every part of your 
gun. 

£54.95 Price:
SC45-LProduct code:

Beretta B Wild 
Long Gun Case - 
140cm



 It is constructed from a scratch & 
water-resistant polyester for durability 
and protection. It can be washed, 
meaning you can reuse it season after 
season.

£39.95 Price:
SE14Product code:

Beretta B-Wild Game Bag

The Beretta’s 692 Multipurpose 
Cartridge Bag is a great size shooting 
bag to cover all hunter, range or target 
shooting needs. Comes complete with 
cooling pocket, foil lined on one end 
and a shoes/accessories pocket on the 
other.

£94.95 Price:
SJ40-GY Product code:

Beretta 692 Multipurpose 
Medium Cartridge Bag - 
Grey

This field bag also includes a double 
handle with velcro closure for added 
comfort and large opening with a 
double lockable slider. Holds 250 
cartridges.

£64.95 Price:
SJ45-BK Product code:

Beretta Uniform Pro EVO 
Field Bag - Black

The Beretta Uniform Pro Evo Pouch 
holds 50 cartridges whilst you are out 
on your shoot. It offers an adjustable 
belt and easy zip closure so there is 
ease of access and storage whilst on 
the move.

£29.95Price:
SJ48 Product code:

Beretta Uniform Pro EVO 
Pouch - Black



Hearing and eye protection is of the utmost importance while 
shooting, so here you will find a selection of our best quality 
shooting hearing protection with standard, electronic and 
waterproof ear protectors as well as shooting glasses for eye 
protection.  
 

Hearing & Eye 
Protection

Enjoy unparalleled comfort and protection. The 
patented sound valve allows you to hear what's 
going on, while harmful noise levels are reduced. 

£29.99 Price:
SP16Product code:

Sportear XPRO

£189.00
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The Peltor LEP-200 Electronic Earplugs will help to 
protect your hearing and can even improve your 
situational awareness and communications in 
challenging environments. 

£699.00 Price:
SP24 Product code:

LEP-200 Electronic Ear Plugs by 
Peltor

The earplugs have been integrated with level-
dependent technology to help improve hearing 
protection in noise and situational awareness in 
quiet environments.

£679.00 Price:
SP28 Product code:

TEP-100 Tactical Electronic Ear 
Plug

SR is the latest in competitive shooting sports 
protection from Napier of London. Designed by 
shooters, the SR allows for a full 180 field of view 
maximising performance and comfort. 

£135.00 Price:
SP28 Product code:

SR-Ricochet Shooting Glasses 
with 5 Lens

The 3M PELTOR ProTac Hunter Headsets are 
designed for use whilst hunting and sport shooting. 
They help protect against harmful impact noise, 
whilst allowing ambient sounds to be heard at a 
level below 82dB. 

£99.99 Price:
SP36 Product code:

Peltor ProTac Hunter Electronic 
Headset - Green
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These Slimline Beretta ear muffs are suitable for 
game, clay and rifle shooting. Lowprofile, compact 
design offers great value and protection of db-25, 
light weight and fast folding with soft padded ear 
cups and a softly padded head strap for comfort.

£44.95 Price:
SP32 Product code:

Beretta Prevail Folding Ear Muff 
Defenders 

Pluggerz Shoot features special filters designed to 
protect your ears from punishing gunshot blast 
noise, while still allowing you to hear voices and 
communicate clearly. 

£18.99 Price:
SP29Product code:

Pluggerz Shoot Earplugs

The smooth adjustment of the hearing protector' 
level dependent function gives the user particularly 
pleasant sound reproduction and less interference. 

£195.00 Price:
SP22 Product code:

Sportac Electronic Hearing 
Protectors

The TRACKR Electronic Earmuffs are the most 
advanced hearing enhancement, hearing protection, 
and Bluetooth audio- all inside of a compact, 
slimline Ear Muff.

£99.99 Price:
SP30 Product code:

SportEar Trackr Electronic 
Bluetooth Earmuff
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SR is the latest in competitive shooting sports 
protection from Napier of London. Designed by 
shooters, the SR allows for a full 180 field of view 
maximising performance and comfort. 

£135.00 Price:
SP28 Product code:

SR-Ricochet Shooting Glasses 
with 5 Lens

The unique sensor on the front of Komodo 
sunglasses detects the level of UV penetration and 
adjusts the lenses within a tenth of a second to 
allow clear vision.

£185.00 Price:
SP23Product code:

Komodopro Shooting Glasses

The ergonomic frame of this sports eyewear, 
created using a sophisticated, dual compound 
construction, offers superb protection against 
harmful draughts.

£12.99 Price:
SP33-ORProduct code:

Uvex SGL 204 Sunglasses

BLOC range of shooting glasses more than meets 
the CPSA requirements, so you can feel secure with 
the knowledge that your shooting glasses meet the 
optimum level of protection.

£84.99Price:
SP35Product code:

BLOC Hulk 3 Multi Lens Shooting 
Glasses 
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Gun Cleaning 
& Care 
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Discover our fine selection of classic, luxury and 
traditional shotgun and gun cleaning kits for use in 
the field or at home here from Fur Feather and Fin. 
Our gun cleaning kits will ensure that your shotgun 
is kept in the best condition both in and out of 
season.

14

Anti-Corrosive Gun Sleeve features a 
NEW Static Intercept materials which 
are normally used to protect 
electronics as it is anti-static as well as 
anti-corrosive (instead of the unique 
bonded copper polymer matrix lining).

£38.00 Price:
SA11Product code:

Anti Corrosive Gun Sleeve 
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Neat, portable cleaning kit in a smart 
canvas-style pouch. Includes a three 
piece wooden rod, wool mop, PB brush, 
bronze spiral brush, jag, oil bottle, 
grease and patches.

£34.00Price:
SK07Product code:

Compact Cleaning Wallet 
Black

Our Gun Cleaning Kit features some of 
our best selling items that are 
designed to keep your firearm in its 
best performance condition possible. 
Whether it be a rifle, shotgun or pistol - 
our range can be used on them all.

£40.00 Price:
SK35Product code:

Shotgun/Rifle Cleaning Kit 
with Boresnake

Help your gun's hammer springs last 
longer by easing the spring tensions 
with our deluxe snap caps. Made of 
high quality chromed aluminium these 
are sure to last. 

£32.50Price:
SA08 Product code:

Deluxe Snap Caps

The Bisley Phospeher Bronze Brush is 
designed to clean your firearm, taking 
out any stubborn dirt, lead, and muck 
out of the barrels. 

£5.99Price:
SK47Product code:

Phosphor Bronze Brush by 
Bisley
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Use our essential, fleece-lined cleaning 
accessory to protect your gun and 
surfaces! 

£24.00Price:
 SA30 Product code:

Gun Cleaning Mat

Give your guns a couple of pulls with 
our bore snake immediately after the 
shoot to reduce barrel fouling. Available 
in 12, 20, 28G or .410.

£25.99 Price:
SK03Product code:

Shotgun Bore Snake

Highly effective new formula which 
leaves a light oil for protection. 
Available in a 150ml aerosol.

£6.99 Price:
SA25Product code:

Bisley Gun Oil Aerosol

Perfect for cleaning your gun after a 
days shooting. Bisley are renowned for 
their shooting knowledge and this 
cleaner has been developed to remove 
all the fouling from your gun barrels.

£7.50Price:
SA27Product code:

Bisley Bore Cleaner 
Aerosol
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18 Hoggs of Fife Struther Shooting Vest  £59.95. Product code: CV72 
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Take a look at our new season range of men's and ladies 
shooting jackets, shooting vests  and waistcoats. We offer 
something to suit every weather, whether you need a waterproof 
jacket or a warm, coat in a variety of styles which are perfect for 
the country person. Spoil yourself with one of our many elegant 
coats, waistcoats and jackets in fine fabrics including tweed and 
multifunctional gore-tex.  

Shooting Vests, 
Waistcoats & 
Jackets
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A well-designed shooting waistcoat 
with a comfortable ergonomic fit, 
created in collaboration with 
professional skeet shooters. 

£59.99Price:
LV37-BCProduct code:

Seeland Skeet II Lady 
Waistcoat -Bitter Chocolate

A well-designed shooting waistcoat 
with a comfortable ergonomic fit, 
created in collaboration with 
professional skeet shooters. 

£59.99Price:
LV37-PBProduct code:

Seeland Skeet II Lady 
Waistcoat -Patriot Blue

With a longer back length for added 
warmth and protection, studded storm 
flap over a 2 way zip, 2 zipped bellows 
cartridge pockets with drain holes and 
2 handwarmer pockets.

£79.95 Price:
CV48 Product code:

Hoggs of Fife Kincraig 
Field Waistcoat

Skeet II is a well-designed shooting 
waistcoat with an ergonomic fit, 
created in collaboration with 
professional skeet shooters.

£59.99Price:
CV46-BLProduct code:

Seeland Skeet II Shooting 
Waistcoat
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Striking contrast lining. Internal secure 
pocket, spacious gusseted pockets and 
button fastening.

£184.95Price:
CV11-OLProduct code:

Alan Paine Combrook 
Shooting Vest - Sage

Wear with our matching Combrook 
Skirt or breeks or on its own with 
trousers or jeans. 

£189.95Price:
LV12Product code:

Alan Paine Ladies 
Combrook Shooting 
Waistcoat

The Seeland Woodcock Advanced 
Waistcoat is a traditional style men’s 
shooting vest with a modern twist. 
 
 

£99.99Price:
CV71Product code:

Seeland Woodcock 
Advanced Waistcoat

Created for ladies who shoot, by a lady 
who shoots, means this gilet is not only 
practical but stylish with aspects of the 
design and fit unique to Olivia Tullett®.

£399.00Price:
LV54Product code:

Olivia Tullett Bella Gilet 
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For a more traditional style and versatile approach to the shooting gilet, the “Josie” boasts the same flattering 
fit as the rest of the Olivia Tullett® collection but has soft moleskin detailing with a 5 button fastening front. 
 
Enjoy comfort and class with our “Josie” both in and out of the field.

LV55 Olivia Tullett Josie Gilet

£299.00 Sizes: 
8 - 22

Colours:
Beige/Navy 
Green/Green 
Brown/Red 
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Proud winner of the 2017 Shooting Industry Awards, “New Ladies Clothing Product” category, this jacket has 
it all. Not only is it a waterproof shooting jacket with our unique pocket design*, padded leather shoulders* 
and full action back*, by undoing just two zips, it becomes a gilet in seconds. Our soft, ribbed cotton inner 
collar is smooth against your neck and the storm cuff set inside the bottom of the sleeves gives you even more 
protection against the elements. Winning the award for innovation and design style, the “Olivia” Jacket is the 
ultimate addition to any country ladies’ wardrobe.

LJ106Olivia Tullett Shooting Jacket

£899.00 Sizes: 
 8 - 22

Colours:
Brown/Brown 
Green/Navy 
Green/Brown 
 



The Dubarry Mens Tweed Shooting 
coat combines a wealth functional 
features with beautiful design and is a 
must for long days in the field. 
 

£649.00 Price:
CJ110Product code:

Dubarry Ballinturbet 
Tweed Shooting Coat 

The jacket is equipped large cartridge 
pockets with snap closure and flap 
retainer straps for easy access, plus a 
handy document pocket and 
handwarmer pockets – fleece lined. 
 

£289.95 Price:
CJ117Product code:

Alan Paine Fernley Mens 
Waterproof Field Coat

The action back and articulated elbows 
allow for freedom of movement, 
essential for shooting.

£199.00 Price:
CJ74 Product code:

Hoggs of Fife 
Rannoch  Shooting Jacket

Packed with practical and functional 
features, the Castlehyde shooting coat 
is a must for any keen shot.

£399.00 Price:
 LJ100 Product code:

Dubarry Castlehyde 
Women’s Shooting Jacket
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The Stornoway Shooting Jacket has a traditional cut and is made from a stretch fabric with a soft, brushed 
finish and a tweed print. There is a classic check lining inside, with a layer of lightweight Thermo Poly 
Shield™. The jacket incorporates a windproof and waterproof HWS (Härkila Weather System) membrane. 
This has been designed specially for hunting and is lightweight, supple and stretchable. Because both the 
fabric and the membrane are supple and stretchable, the Stornoway Shooting Jacket offers a lot of freedom of 
movement. Willow Green.

CJ99Stornoway Shooting Jacket

£369.99 Sizes: 
 S - 3XL

Colours:
Willow Green



Designed to work with all items in our 
Struther collection, this adjustable cap 
is waterproof and breathable

£19.95 Price:
CY78Product code:

Hoggs of Fife Struther 
Waterproof Cap

Matching the Combrook range of 
clothing this is a smart flat cap with 
100% silk lining, deep back and inside 
headband. 

£44.95 Price:
CY06-OL Product code:

Alan Paine Combrook Cap 

Harkila Mountain Trek Cap is made 
from hard wearing, waxed cotton 
canvas with an adjustable strap at the 
back. 

£54.99Price:
CY87Product code:

Harkila Mountain Trek 
Cap

The Modi Cap from Harkila is created 
from 100% soft cotton and is canvas 
washed with stylish branding on the 
front of the panelled crown. 

£32.99 Price:
CY89Product code:

Harkila Modi Cap
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Caps  
 & Hats
Smart hats ready for a 
downpour and tweed 
caps for your tweed 
and cotton caps for 
warmer weather. 

The Retrieve Trousers have a classic 
cut and are made from a hardwearing 
cotton blend. They also incorporate a 
windproof and waterproof HWS 
(Härkila Weather System) membrane. 

£259.99 Price:
CT49 Product code:

Harkila Retrieve Trousers



Shooting socks in a variety of colours 
and sizes from Fur Feather & Fin. 
Made in England of pure wool with 
reinforced toe and heel for strength. 
We also have cotton shooting socks 
for sensitive legs! Match the garters 
with the socks for the perfect look.
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Shooting 
Socks & 
Garters

£36.95

Appliances: 
 Dishwasher, Microwave 
Oven, Air Conditioner 
 

Interior Features
Drying cabinets, Freezer, 
Refrigerators, Water heaters, 
Dishwasher, Air conditioner 



£54.95



A great design with a smart, 
classic look with more colours 
added to our range to team 
with your breeks. Made of 
90% extra fine shrink 
resistant, merino wool for no 
irritation to the skin. 

£48.00Price:
SS34Product code:

Elvedon Shooting 
Socks

Back by popular demand in 
new colours. Using 90% extra 
fine merino wool for heat 
control and 10% Nylon. Shrink 
resistant with hand-linked 
reinforced toes and heels. 

£48.00Price:
SS02Product code:

Diamond Top 
Shooting Socks

Another fabulous new 
addition to our shooting 
socks. 90% Extra Fine Merino 
Wool for perfect temperature 
control, 10% Nylon reinforced 
heel and toe. Hand linked toe. 
Shrink resist.

£59.99Price:
 SS36Product code:

Valiant Shooting 
Socks
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The Fairisle is a favourite of 
ours, its intricate pattern and 
bright colour combinations 
make it our most popular 
ladies style. 
 

£42.00Price:
SS39Product code:

Ladies Fairisle 
Shooting Socks

Wear with your favourite 
boots and jeans or wellies 
and tweeds for an effortless 
country look. Merino Wool 
and hand finished to ensure 
premium quality.  

£52.99 Price:
SS42Product code:

Ladies Lady 
Rannoch Shooting 
Socks & Garters

An intricate pattern and bright 
colour combinations make it a 
very popular ladies style.

£73.50Price:
SS40Product code:

Ladies Angus 
Shooting Socks
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We offer a wide range of men & ladies  footwear to 
ensure that we have a pair suited to every country 
occasion. Whether you are seeking out a new pair 
of wellington boots, shoe storage or some Drysure 
boot dryers, you can rest assured that we are your 
one-stop shop for your country footwear needs. 
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Boots

Trial pack version of 
Dubarry's footwear 
care products

£12.00 Price:
BZ22Product code:

Dubarry 
Footwear Care 
Trial Pack

This Dubarry boot tree 
is an essential boot 
accessory, helping the 
boot keep its shape. It 
is suitable for both our 
ladies and mens 
country boots.

£39.00 Price:
BZ27Product code:

Dubarry Boot 
Tree Long



Warm, waterproof and breathable, the iconic 
Dubarry Galway leather country boot is a staple for 
country-lovers. Made with DryFast-DrySoft™ leather 
and lined with GORE-TEX.

£349.00 Price:
BW120Product code:

Dubarry Galway Regular Fit Boots

They feature a quick dry lining which helps keep 
your feet dry and wick moisture away. Made from a 
blend of natural rubbers incorporating the excellent 
Gomma Plus®

£75.00 Price:
BW98 Product code:

Aigle Chambord Pro 2 Wellingtons

The Kildare is a shorter, half-calf version of the 
classic Dubarry Galway boot making it an easy on 
easy off boot. It is worn worldwide by those who 
appreciate the finest quality,

£289.00 Price:
BW113 Product code:

Dubarry Kildare Calf Height

For brisk, fatigue-free walking and insulating 
capacity. With waterproof adjustable gusset. 
Available in bronze or khaki.

£179.00Price:
BW24Product code:

Aigle Parcours 2 ISO Wellingtons
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Engineered for performance and all-day comfort, the 
Skyline is a hard wearing boot with a GORE-TEX 
waterproof, breathable membrane and is 
comfortable and up for any outdoor challenge.

£170.00 Price:
BW86Product code:

Ariat Ladies Skyline Summit GTX

The uppers are in full-grain leather and the soles are 
in relatively flexible Vibram®, which ensures good 
grip. The boots also feature a shock-absorbing 
midsole, for comfortable hiking.

£269.99 Price:
BW107Product code:

Härkila Reidmar GTX

A very comfortable and practical men's stalking, 
walking or field boot made in full grain leather with 
rubber reinforcement to the toe section. Lined with 
an MTD™ polyamide membrane which is 100% 
waterproof.

£99.99 Price:
BW33 Product code:

Aigle Laforse MTD Walking Boots

The Beretta Gore-Tex Country GTX® is a hiking boot 
perfect for hill and country side walking. The upper 
is made of suede and Cordura with GORE-TEX® 
Performance Comfort lining which guarantees 
waterproofness, breathability and optimal inner 
microclimate.

£129.99 Price:
BW120Product code:

Beretta Country GTX Walking Boot
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Shooting Gifts
We select and develop interesting shooting related gifts, some of which are 
exclusively found here! If you are looking for the perfect gift this season, we are here 
to help. 
 

A traditionally styled, all-season, bridle leather 
cartridge belt with fully adjustable extender 
strap to fit over or under a jacket. Fits waist 
sizes 32" to 50" and comes in 12G or 20G. Main 
belt 31.5" x 2" and leather extender strap 21.75" 
x 1.5". Stop band and loops.

£69.99 Price:
SB04 Product code:

FFF Deluxe Leather Cartridge 
Belt Open Loop 12G

All the hallmarks of the Lowland 
Field Bar style in a more compact 
size and accessible price.Handmade 
in West Sussex. Included:
- 8 engraved Crystal flutes 
- 5 engraved Crystal shot glasses

£2,300.00 Price:
WA07 Product code:

Lowlands Garden Bar



A magnificent centrepiece for your table, made from 
Stag antler, shed in the Scottish Highlands. Bound to 
become a talking point, it will brighten up any 
dinner table.

£154.00 Price:
HZ09 Product code:

Stag Horn and Silver 
Plated Candelabra

Do you struggle to find a decent 
tipple? We have searched high and 
low for the very best, and made a 
great discovery. Made in England by 
traditional craftsmen, these gins and 
port have been handcrafted to give 
an exciting natural flavour

£36.99 Price:
KK34 Product code:

The Finest Sloe Port

Made of our best quality leather, it is 
smart and stylish & would make a 
great gift.

£20.00 Price:
SA02 Product code:

Shotgun Licence Holder 



A beautifully designed, rich 
tapestry covers our smart 
and sturdy cylindrical 
umbrella stand. Black finish 
interior. 

£125.00 Price:
HX35 Product code:

Country Shoot 
Umbrella Stand

Rapid Reload holds 2 more 
cartridges within inches of 
the breach of the gun, giving 
you another double shot 
within seconds. 

£49.50 Price:
SJ49Product code:

Rapid Reload

An extra special malt 
deserves an extra special 
drinking vessel and this 
quaint cow horn tot with 
silver edge fits the bill 
perfectly. Can also be used to 
store any number of other 
items.

£143.50 Price:
SH59 Product code:

Silver Banded 
Horn Beaker/Tot
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A stunning gift for any 
shooting man. Our silver 
plated engraved 12 bore 
Cartridge End Cufflinks will 
finish off any shirt with a 
country twist. 

£29.99 Price:
MC112Product code:

Silver Plated 12B 
Cartridge Cufflinks

This exquisite Lapel Pin is 
handmade in Hatton Garden 
London. Silver with 18ct gold 
plate.

£140.00 Price:
MT181 Product code:

Double Feather 
Lapel Pin - Gold

This tie pin is also available 
in solid 925 sterling silver 
with 18ct yellow gold plate or 
rose gold plate. Additional 
gemstone options include 
diamond, ruby or emerald.

£130.00 Price:
MT192Product code:

Shotgun Cartridge 
Tie Pin - Silver
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Contact
FUR FEATHER & FIN 

CHARLTON BARNS, CHARLTON 
CHICHESTER, PO18 0HX  

U.K. 
 

Phone number: 01243 811 844 
Email: helpdesk@furfeatherand�n.com 

https://instagram.com/
https://youtube.com/
https://facebook.com/
https://twitter.com/

